Ordinary labour agency system provides services for clients with a data center which comprises single or multi servers according to the scale. And each server provides service of regular function. Therefore problems in security, load balance and extendibility may be involved. In this paper, a labour agency platform using an agent technology called JADE was designed, which effectively solved the problem of normal systems.
and gives departments in charge prop for formulating policies. Ordinary labor agency system mainly provides information. Employers and employees obtain their required information by key word query, etc. The matching accuracy is in mass shortage. In order to solve problems of the Information Island, systems are generally composed of one or more servers to constitute a large system center platform to provide customer service. As the system volume turns larger, some disadvantages emerge in the structure, such as security and robustness. Due to the unitary center, once the system is attacked or broken down, the whole system will collapse. In addition, database load is also a bottleneck of the whole system. This paper adopts JADE (Java Agent Development Environment, referred to JADE) for labour agency system based on multi-agent framework design, which effectively solves the above problems through multi-agent technology.
2、Agent and JADE
Agent refers to an entity which stays in specific environment with independent behavior and can interact with other agent at high-level. Agent technology supports analyzing, modeling, structuring and deploying the system by abstract concept and design concept of agent. As it provides high-level abstractions and natural modeling method to simplify the system development and control complexity, and especially The function of each system platform is complete. All systems unite each other by agency communication channels. For users, it appears like one system. Consequently, not only every system on the platform has complete function, but also there is not any coupling between systems. Safety and extendibility of platform can be improved effectively.
In the design of labour agency platform, each system mainly includes a system management agent, a recruitment agent, a job agent, a recruitment broker agent and a job broker agent. System function structure is shown as Fig. 3 . When a job seeker arrives, system management agent will start the job agent and the job broker agent to serve it. Job agent manages the basic information of job seeker.
Job broker agent is primarily responsible for job seekers offering the right candidates.
In the same way, when an interviewer comes, system management agent will start the recruitment agent and the recruitment broker agent to serve it. Job broker agent and recruitment broker agent is in the many-to-many relationships. When a job broker agent inquires a recruitment position, multiple recruitment broker agents can provide recruitment posts for it. And it chooses the most suitable one for its recruitment broker agent. 4、System Implementation according to the strategy library. To demonstrate the working process of the system implementation, an example of seeking a job launched by a job seeker is given below.
The recruitment process is similar.
When JobSeekerAgent obtains demand, it sends messages to all actived.recruitment agents, with the message type CFP.The content is job intension including salary requirement, site requirement, position requirement, etc. The purpose is to let recruitment agent send their recruitment information. Recruitment agent detects CFP message, inquires, starts recruitment broker agent and sends PROPOSE message to recruitment agent, if there is information matching the requirements. The content of message is recruitment information. When job agent detects PROPOSE message, job agent will start the job broker agent, create a list of job agents and send the list as a parameter to the job broker agent. Job broker agent performs matching with recruitment broker agents according to related conditions. If matched, job broker agent will send an ACCEPT message to the recruitment broker agent, or send a REJECT message to it. The agent which detects the ACCEPT message is the recruitment agent selected by job broker agent. The recruitment agent sends an OK message whose content is the information of matching successfully. Job agent detects the OK message, confirms the success of the employment and notifies users. If match fails, the process will start again.
5、Conclusions
Labour agency system is implemented by multi-agent with JADE. It can effectively improve the platform for safety and expansibility, and can implement load balance better than other systems. Not only can JADE implement multi-agent in one machine, but also in multi machines and can be deployed distributedly. Currently the implementation is in only two machines due to the actual platform situation. The improvement of the system can mainly be in the efficiency of system strategy and the further promotion in the future.
